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Strain imaging by Bragg edge neutron transmission
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Abstract

The Bragg edges appearing in the transmitted time-of-flight spectra of polycrystalline materials have been recorded

using a two-dimensional array of detectors. Subsequent analysis has enabled maps of the elastic strain to be produced.

r 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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The transmission spectrum of thermal neutrons
through a polycrystalline sample displays sudden,
well-defined increases in intensity as a function of
neutron wavelength (Fig. 1). These Bragg edges
occur because for a given fh k lg reflection, the
Bragg angle increases as the wavelength increases
until 2y is equal to 1801. At wavelengths greater
than this critical value, no scattering by this
particular fh k lg lattice spacing can occur, and
there is a sharp increase in the transmitted
intensity. From Bragg’s law the wavelength at
which this occurs is l ¼ 2dhkl ; giving a measure of
the fh k lg d-spacing in the direction of the
incoming beam. The shape, magnitude and loca-
tion of these edges can be accurately determined

ðDd=dE10�5Þ by the time-of-flight (TOF) techni-
que, and hence information about the stress state,
texture and phases present in the material is
readily available [1,2]. Indeed, by using a two-
dimensional array of detectors it is possible to map
the lattice spacing in plate samples producing
images analogous to neutron radiography.

The experimental set-up in transmission is
simple: the sample is placed in a collimated pulsed
neutron beam and the detector is located behind
the sample, indeed, as close to it as possible to
reduce divergence effects and to maximise spatial
resolution.

The pixellated detector used in this work
consists of a 10� 10 array of 2� 2mm2 scintilla-
tion detectors on a 2.5mm pitch coupled via fibre
optic light guides to position sensitive photo-
multiplier tubes.

Each pixel is composed of a 2mm cube of GS20
scintillating glass, coupled to four, 1mm diameter,
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acrylic fibre optic light guides. The glass pixels and
ends of the fibre optics are supported in a precision
wire eroded aluminium alloy block, which ensures
that the pixels are located on an accurate pitch of
2.5mm. The aluminium block was sprayed with
gadolinium oxide paint to minimise neutron
scattering from detector components in the trans-
mitted neutron beam. The fibre optic light guides
transmit the light formed by scintillation to a
corresponding pixel in an array of seven position-
sensitive photo-multiplier tubes. The light guides
are bent through an angle of 901 to ensure that the
bulk of the detector components remain outside
the transmitted neutron beam. Signals from the
photo-multiplier tubes are amplified by preampli-
fiers in the detector housing and then transferred
via cables to remote amplifier/pulse height dis-
criminator electronics. The digital outputs from
the detector electronics are stored in a histogram
memory for subsequent analysis.

The detector was tested by measuring the strain
field in a plastically deformed bent bar and that
around a cold expanded hole. The experiments
were performed at the ENGIN instrument at ISIS,

UK, which has a flight path of 15m and uses a
methane moderator with a flux of, approximately,
6� 104 neutrons (AA�1 cm�2 sec�1 for neutrons
having a wavelength of 4 (AA.

In practice, the discontinuity (shkl) appearing in
the total cross-section of the sample is broadened
by the finite resolution of the instrument,
and hence transmission near the Bragg edge is
described by [3]

TrðtÞ ¼ expð�nws0Þ
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where thkl is the edge position, t and s are the
asymmetric and symmetric instrumental broad-
enings, respectively, s0 is the total cross- section at
the long wavelength (long t) side of the edge, n the

Fig. 1. Transmission spectrum of neutrons through 2.5 cm of iron powder displaying characteristic Bragg edges. A least-squares fit of

the (1 1 0) edge is shown in the inset.
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atomic density and w the sample thickness. The
edge position thkl is defined by a least-squares fit
and converted into d-spacing after a simple linear
calibration. A typical fit of the (1 1 0) edge in iron
powder is shown in the inset of Fig. 1. In practice,
the lattice parameter a is defined by a multiple-
edge analysis including several reflections [1]. The
results for each point in the sample are represented
in terms of strain, e ¼ ða� a0Þ=a0; with a0; the
unstressed lattice parameter, defined using a
suitable reference.

For the first test of the area detector, a ferritic
steel bar 12mm thick and 38mm wide was
subjected to non-uniform plastic strain using a
four-point bending device. A map of the strain in
the transverse direction recorded after 2 hours of
counting time is shown in Fig. 2. The observed
sine-like strain variation across the bar is char-
acteristic of plastic bending [4], the Poisson strain
being in residual compression over the inner part
and in tension over the outer plastically deformed
part of the bar. As a result of the constraint
applied by the plastically deformed regions and the
permanent curvature thus caused, the inner region
which did not reach the yield locus is in residual
(Poisson) compression nearest to the extended
surface and tensile nearest to the contracted surface.

In the first test, the strain field was largely
invariant in one of the two directions (x). For the

second test, a cold expanded hole in a 12mm thick
ferritic steel plate was examined. The fatigue lives
of fastener holes may be increased if the hole is
cold expanded prior to insertion of the fastener.
The most common method presently used in the
aircraft industry involves expansion of a lubricated
split sleeve by an oversize mandrel using commer-
cially available equipment and prescribed levels of
mandrel interference.1 The optimum degree of
mandrel interference, and hence expansion for a
particular application, will, however, depend on
the local geometry of the component. Further-
more, fatigue life predictions of structures contain-
ing such expanded holes rely critically on estimates
of the residual stress distribution surrounding the
hole. The stress and strain distribution surround-
ing a cold expanded hole is therefore of significant
engineering interest. A map of the strain along the
axial direction of the 4% FTI expanded hole is
shown in Fig. 3. Note that the differences in strain
along the x direction in regions away from the hole
(y > 20mm, yo� 20mm) show that the plate
contained residual stresses prior to the expansion
of the hole. So the observed strain field is, in fact, a
combination of the existing residual strains and
the strains induced by the plastic deformation of
the hole. The expansion is not totally uniform [5]

Fig. 2. Variation of the elastic strain component parallel to the neutron beam direction of a plastically bent iron bar (shown inset).

1FTI, Fatigue Technology Inc., Seattle, USA.
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and hence the induced stresses vary around the
hole.

This work can be seen as the first step towards
the development of a spectroscopic neutron radio-
graphy (SNR). While in neutron radiography,
differences in the beam attenuation due to
compositional or density differences are mapped,
a detailed analysis of the TOF spectra provides
much more detailed information. We have shown
here that strain imaging is possible by Bragg edge
transmission analysis. Other applications of the
technique include quantitative phase analysis
(QPA) using the Bragg edges appearing from
different phases [2], and fast temperature determi-

nation from the broadening of nuclear resonances
[6]. Furthermore, strain imaging can be used in
combination with the sin2 c technique to produce
a map of the unstressed lattice parameter in welds
[7], where there is compositional variation. Such
information is vital to the rapidly expanding field
of neutron strain scanning.

Strain scanning applications typically require
high spatial resolution. Images of strain with a
precision of Dd=dE10�5 require long exposure
times, restricting its application to essentially static
problems. In contrast, in QPA imaging, where the
determination of the edge height places less
demand on good counting statistics, in-situ real
time experiments are possible. On ENGIN the
(2 1 1) edge of a 1 cm thick ferritic steel can be
defined with 5% accuracy in 2minutes using a
1mm2 detector.
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Fig. 3. Variation of the elastic strain around a cold expanded

hole in a 12mm thick ferretic steel plate. The measured strains

correspond to the through-thickness average of the out-of-plane

residual elastic strain around the hole.
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